WYR PERFECT

Trick Shot Challenge

Join us virtually this Winter for “WYR Perfect” and test your skills against the best in the Metropolis. It’s the perfect event for an imperfect year!

**Rules:** Record as many “Trick Shots” your GOYA group can make. All Videos & content must be Church appropriate, and parental supervision is required. Post your video & challenge another GOYA in the Metropolis to try and make a better one! Tag @ATLMetropolisYouth on social media or email videos to Youth@ATLMetropolis.org.

**Requirements:** All videos must have at least 5 of the following shots:
- A member of the clergy involved
- A basket made without hands
- A basket made without looking
- A basket from half court (or beyond)
- A basket involving 3+ people
- 3+ trick shots made in a row
- Make a basket with something other than a basketball

*Note: All Parishes are to follow their local COVID regulations*